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ABSTRACT The future mobile networks will face challenges in support of heterogeneous services over
a unified physical layer, calling for a waveform with good frequency localization. Filtered orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (f-OFDM), as a representative subband filtered waveform, can be employed
to improve the spectrum localization of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signal.
However, the applied filtering operations will impact the performance in various aspects, especially for
narrow subband cases. Unlike existing studies which mainly focus its benefits, this paper investigates
two negative consequences inflicted on single subband f-OFDM systems: in-band interference and filter
frequency response (FFR) selectivity. The exact-form expression for the in-band interference is derived, and
the effect of FFR selectivity is analyzed for both single antenna and multiple antenna cases. The in-band
interference-free and nearly-free conditions for f-OFDM systems are studied. A low-complexity block-
wise parallel interference cancellation (BwPIC) algorithm and a pre-equalizer are proposed to tackle the
two issues caused by the filtering operations, respectively. Numerical results show that narrower subbands
suffer more performance degradation compared to wider bands. In addition, the proposed BwPIC algorithm
effectively suppresses interference, and pre-equalized f-OFDM (pf-OFDM) considerably outperforms f-
OFDM in both single antenna and multi-antenna systems.
INDEX TERMS filtered OFDM, frequency response selectivity, in-band interference, interference cancel-
lation
I. INTRODUCTION
ORTHOGONAL frequency-division multiplexing(OFDM) has strengths such as robustness against
multi-path fading, a simple implementation based on fast
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms, and perfect compatibil-
ity with multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technique,
and so on. With these advantages, OFDM is extensively
adopted in modern communication systems. However, due
to limited spectrum localization, OFDM has significant lim-
itations in challenging new spectrum use scenarios, such as
asynchronous multiple access, as well as mixed numerology
cases aiming to use adjustable numerologies, such as sub-
carrier spacing (SCS), symbol length, and cyclic prefix (CP)
length, in support of diverse service requirements [1] [2].
To address the mentioned limitations of OFDM, several
candidate waveforms and their variants, such as filter bank
multicarrier (FBMC) [3], [4], generalized frequency division
multiplexing (GFDM) [5], [6], universal filtered multicarrier
(UFMC) [7] are being studied and promoted. The compar-
isons among these schemes with respects to different crite-
ria can be found in [2], [8], [9]. Regarding OFDM based
advanced waveform candidates, filtered OFDM (f-OFDM)
schemes are receiving considerable attention due to their
ability to address the mentioned issues while maintaining
a high level of commonality with legacy OFDM systems
[10], [11]. Specifically, the system bandwidth is divided into
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arbitrary numbers of subbands, each containing a legacy
OFDM signal. Consequently, f-OFDM is capable of retaining
the advantages of OFDM while avoiding its limitations. First,
filtering is applied to every single subband to suppress OOB
emissions1; thus the guard band can be reduced with a better-
localized spectrum. Second, numerology can be optimized
independently for a certain type of service within each sub-
band; thus services with different technical requirements are
flexibly supported. Third, thanks to the filtering, the synchro-
nization requirement is also relaxed due to the reduced side-
lobe, making interference from asynchronous transmissions
more tolerable.
Many aspects of f-OFDM, such as general framework and
methodology, design and implementation, and field trials,
have been reported in literature [10]–[18]. However, much
of the research up to now has studied the advantages [10],
[11], [14], and there is a lack of mathematical analysis on
the negative consequences brought by filtering operations, for
instance, in-band interference and filter frequency response
(FFR) selectivity. Zhang et al. progressed further by deriving
a system model in [19] to quantitatively analyze interference
in f-OFDM systems, in which the channel matrix is divided
into three parts to decompose total inferences into inter-
symbol interference (ISI) and adjacent carrier interference
(ACI). The limitation of this method is that it can neither
differentiate the interference induced by channel or filtering
nor the inter-carrier interference from other subbands or its
own band. To better suppress OOB emissions, the filters
employed in f-OFDM systems are usually very long (up
to half of FFT size [11], [13]), which inevitably leaves the
systems prone to in-band interference. The existing works in
the literature indicate that it has a trivial influence on system
performance for medium to wide subbands [17], [18], and
few studies have investigated the performance degradation
in narrow subband systems. FFR selectivity refers to non-
uniform filter frequency response in a transition band, which
reduces the power of signals on the corresponding subcarriers
and makes them undesirable for carrying data. As a result,
the system bandwidth efficiency can be compromised signifi-
cantly, especially in the case of narrower subbands. Although
existing works [20], [21] have discussed the FFR selectivity
in a single-antenna case, to the best of our knowledge,
no studies have investigated the issue in the multi-antenna
scenario.
In our paper, we aim to fill the above-mentioned gaps and
contribute as follows:
• We develop an analytical model for 3GPP-compatible
single band f-OFDM systems, in which the receiver has
no knowledge of the transmitter filter [22]. Based on the
model, the in-band interference signal is decomposed
into ICI, forward ISI, and backward ISI, such that the
impact of each interference component can be studied
individually.
1In general, the filtering is only needed between the subbands of different
numerologies (or asynchronous transmissions). In this paper, we assume
each subband is with a different numerology.
• An analytical metric to quantify the interference level
is developed as a function of several system parame-
ters. This work leads to the derivation of the condition
for in-band interference-free systems, and provides the
practical approach for the selection of cyclic redundancy
length to balance system efficiency and receiver com-
plexity. A novel low-complexity block-based parallel
interference cancellation algorithm is then proposed for
the in-band interference mitigation.
• The system performance degradation exerted by FFR
selectivity is first analyzed in single antenna f-OFDM
systems. The results are extended to the multi-antenna
f-OFDM case, and a system model for analyzing spatial
orthogonality in multi-antenna SFBC-f-OFDM systems
is developed. The spatial orthogonality is proved to
be no longer valid, and the analytical expression of
spatial interference power is derived. A pre-equalizer is
proposed at the transmitter to alleviate the adverse effect
at the cost of subband bandwidth-dependent power loss.
• Simulations are carried out for evaluating the perfor-
mance of f-OFDM with different settings in subband
width so that the performance of narrow subbands is
studied in comparison with wide subbands.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the single subband f-OFDM transceiver structure
and describes the system model. Section III analyzes the
in-band interference and introduces approaches to suppress
the interference. Section IV focuses on the discussion of
the impact of FFR selectivity on both single-antenna and
multi-antenna systems. Section V presents numerical results.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Notations: E{·} denotes the expectation operator. Vectors
and matrices are denoted by boldface lower-case and upper-
case characters, and the operators (·)∗, (·)T and (·)H repre-
sent complex conjugate, transpose, and conjugate transpose,
respectively. The M ×M identity matrix is denoted by IM .
diag(x) is a function returning a square diagonal matrix with
the elements of vector x on the main diagonal, while diag(A)
returns a column vector of the main diagonal elements of
matrix A. |·| denotes the magnitude of a complex number,
while ‖·‖ is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. .∗ denotes
the element-wise multiplication, R and C represent real and
complex space, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR F-OFDM SISO SYSTEM
In this section, we describe a system model for single band f-
OFDM systems in which the interference (including ICI, for-
ward ISI, and backward ISI) induced by filtering operations
are investigated. These interference components are referred
as in-band interference in the paper. The interference from
the other subbands in the system (inter-subband interference)
is out of the scope of our work 2. AssumeM consecutive sub-
carriers in the range ofM = {M0,M0 +1, ...,M0 +M−1}
2Interested users are referred to [23], which gives a thorough analysis on
inter-subband interference.
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FIGURE 1: Block diagram of the f-OFDM transceiver.
are assigned to the subband with a corresponding waveform
shaping filter denoted as vector p in the time domain and p¨
in the frequency domain.
Considering the block diagram depicted in Fig. 1, a se-
quence of information bits b is fed into a quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) mapper to obtain symbols from a
2µ-valued complex constellation, where µ is the modulation
order. Representing the complex symbols in K consecutive
OFDM symbols in a sub-frame as a length MK vector gives
d = [dT0 ,d
T
1 , · · · ,dTK−1]T (1)
where dk = [dk,0, dk,1, · · · , dk,M−1]T ∈ CM×1 with the
individual element dk,m corresponding to the data symbol
transmitted on them-th subcarrier in the k-th OFDM symbol.
The data symbols contained in dk are assumed to be indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with E{dkdHk } = σ2sI,
where σ2s is average transmission power of QAM symbols.
The transmitter and receiver procedures are described as
follows:
1) Inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) and cyclic
redundancy (CR) appending. An N -point (N > M )
inverse FFT operation is performed on per OFDM symbol
basis, followed by an addition of a CR of length Ncr for
eliminating/mitigating ISIs. The CR is made up of two parts,
cyclic prefix (CP) of length Ncp and cyclic suffix (CS) of
length Ncs (Ncr = Ncp + Ncs). To be compatible with CP-
OFDM, CR can be implemented as an extended CP which
incorporates CP and CS at the transmitter, and the FFT
window at the receiver is moved forward by the length of
CS. The CP is adopted for combating the ISI induced by the
dispersive nature of channels and the ISI introduced by filter
forward spreading, while the CS focuses on the alleviation
of the ISI induced by the filter backward spreading. The k-
th OFDM symbol can be expressed in the form of matrix
multiplication as
xk = ρcrTcrFdk ∈ CL×1, (2)
where xk is a vector of dimension L = N + Ncr. F is
an N × M submatrix of N -point IFFT matrix defined by
its element on the n-th row and m-th column as Fn,m =
1/N exp{ j2pin(m+M0)N }, and it is unitary as FHF = IM .
Tcr = [I
T
cp, IN , I
T
cs]
T is the L × N matrix inserting the CP
and CS, with Icp and Ics containing the last and the first Ncp
rows of the identity matrix IN , respectively. ρcr is the power
normalization factor defined as ρcr =
√
N/L.
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FIGURE 2: F-OFDM filtering illustration.
2) Transmitter filtering. By applying a spectrum shaping
filter, the actual transmitted f-OFDM signal is obtained as
s = x ∗ p, (3)
where x = [x0,x1, · · · ,xK−1]T , and
p = [p0, p1, · · · , pNp ]T (4)
is a length Np + 1 vector describing the impulse response of
the transmit filter. The filter is designed to be centered in the
assigned subband with a width equivalent to the bandwidth
of the subband. Np is typically chosen to ensure the signal
dispersion due to the transmitter and receiver filtering under
one f-OFDM symbol duration, such that the f-OFDM symbol
of interest only suffers ISI from its direct neighbors.
The signal spreads bi-directionally and inflicts interference
between adjacent OFDM symbols. The forward/backward
ISI are generated by the forward/backward spreading of the
previous/next OFDM symbols to the current symbol window
[11]. While the ICI comes from the energy loss of the current
OFDM symbol due to its bi-directional spreading. More
specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the forward ISI to the k-
th OFDM symbol comes from the forward spreading of the
(k-1)-th OFDM symbol, i.e., the yellow triangle pointing to
the right and overlapped with k-th OFDM symbol in green.
The backward ISI to the k-th OFDM symbol comes from
the backward spreading of the (k+1)-th OFDM symbol, i.e.,
the yellow triangle pointing to the left and overlapped with
k-th OFDM symbol. The ICI to the k-th OFDM symbol is
caused by the backward/forward spreading of itself, i.e., the
two yellow triangles connected to the k-th OFDM symbol
representing information lost to the k-th OFDM symbol.
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To facilitate the interference analysis caused by filtering,
we derive the equivalent matrix form of a linear filtering
process. The L received samples relative to the k-th OFDM
symbol are grouped in the vector sk, thus obtaining
sk = P
uxk−1 + Pmxk + Plxk+1, (5)
where the L × L matrix Pu spreads the (k − 1)-th OFDM
symbol into the core window of the k-th OFDM symbol and
causes the forward ISI. It is a strictly upper triangular matrix
defined by its (i, j)-th element as
Pui,j =
{
pNp
2 +L+i−j
, j ≥ i+ L− Np2
0, j < i+ L− Np2
. (6)
The matrix Pm is a Toeplitz matrix specified by its
first column
[
pNp
2
, · · · , pNp ,01×(L−Np2 −1)
]T
and first row[
pNp
2
, · · · , p0,01×(L−Np2 −1)
]T
. It is a matrix in which all
nonzero entries are on the main diagonal and the first Np2
diagonals above and below.
The matrix Pl extends the (k + 1)-th OFDM symbol into
the core window of the k-th OFDM symbol and leads to the
backward ISI. It is a strictly lower triangular matrix defined
by its (i, j)-th element
P li,j =
{
pNp
2 −1−L+i−j
, i ≥ j + L− Np2 + 1
0, i < j + L− Np2 + 1
. (7)
3) Passing the channel. An (Nch + 1)-tap (Nch ≤ Ncp)
channel is assumed to have an impulse response
h = [h0, h1, · · · , hNch ]T . (8)
After passing the above channel followed by an addition
of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the L received
samples corresponding to the k-th OFDM symbol can be
written as
rk = H
usk−1 + Hmsk + wk, (9)
where Hm is a Toeplitz matrix with [hT ,01×(L−Nch−1)]
T ∈
CL×1 as its first column and [h0,01×(L−1)]T ∈ CL×1 as its
first row.
Hu is the matrix relative to the channel spreading, and it
is a strictly upper triangular matrix defined by its (i, j)-th
element as
Hui,j =
{
hL+i−j , j ≥ i+ L−Nch
0, otherwise
. (10)
wk is the Gaussian noise vector with each element having
zero mean and variance σ2n.
4) Filtering at the receiver side. 3GPP suggests that spec-
tral confinement techniques, such as filtering or windowing
for a waveform at the transmitter, should be transparent to
the receiver [22]. Therefore, we assume that the receiver has
no knowledge of the transmitter filtering and define a length
Nq + 1 receiver filter as
q = [q0, q1, · · · , pNq ]T . (11)
The L samples corresponding to the k-th OFDM symbol
passing through the receiver filter are grouped into the vector
zk, obtaining
zk = Q
urk−1 + Qmrk + Qlrk+1, (12)
where Qu,Qm,Ql are all L×Lmatrices defined in a similar
approach as Pu,Pm,Pl, respectively. Their definitions are
omitted to conserve space.
After some basic algebraic manipulations, zk can be ex-
pressed as
zk = Θprexk−1 + Θxk + Θnextxk+1 + w˜k, (13)
where the definitions of Θpre, Θ, Θnext, and w˜k can be found
in Appendix A.
5) CP removal and DFT. By applying matrix Rcr =
[0N×Ncp , IN ,0N×Ncs ] ∈ BN×L to zk in (46), the CR is
removed. After FFT at the receiver, we obtain yk = FH y˜k =
FHRcrzk, which can be rearranged based on (13) and (2) as
yk = Ψpredk−1 + Ψdk + Ψnextdk+1 + wˆk, (14)
where Ψpre = ρcrFHRcrΘpreTcrF is the M ×M matrix that
produces forward ISI, while Ψnext = ρcrFHRcrΘnextTcrF
produces backward ISI, and wˆk = FHRcrw˜k is the Fourier
transformed AWGN vector. Ψ = ρcrFHRcrΘTcrF is aM ×
M matrix transforming the desired signal. It is generally not
a strict diagonal matrix unless Ncr > Np+Nq +Nch (will be
discussed in detail in Section III-A). We decompose Ψ into
a diagonal matrix ΨΛ = diag(diag(Ψ)) and another matrix
Ψe as Ψ = ΨΛ + Ψe. The M ×M matrix Ψe with all its
diagonal elements being zero, and its non-diagonal elements,
copied from the same positions of the matrix Ψ, produces the
ICI. By substituting Ψ with ΨΛ +Ψe, (14) can be rearranged
as
yk = ΨΛdk︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+ Ψedk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI
+ Ψpredk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
forward ISI
+ Ψnextdk+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
backward ISI
+ wˆk︸︷︷︸
noise
.
(15)
5) Equalization and detection. The signal expressed in
(15) can be equalized using the classic equalization methods
with a trade-off between complexity and performance. The
simplest method is one-tap equalization using diagonal ma-
trix ΨΛ, obtained as dˆk = Ψ−1Λ yk, which can be conducted
independently on each subcarrier. However, one-tap equal-
ization can only achieve sub-optimal performance due to the
ignored intrinsic interference. More advanced equalization
methods will be discussed in Section III-D.
III. IN-BAND INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS AND
DISCUSSION
A. CHANNEL DIAGONALIZATION AND IN-BAND
INTERFERENCE-FREE SYSTEMS
In interference-free systems, the channel can be fully diag-
onalized so that the elegant one-tap equalization can be uti-
lized to achieve optimal performance. In the sequel, we will
derive the condition to achieve interference-free f-OFDM
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systems. The in-band interference signal to the k-th f-OFDM
symbol can be decomposed into three components based on
(15) as
Ik = Ψedk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI
+ Ψpredk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
forward ISI
+ Ψpostdk+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
backward ISI
. (16)
The matrix Ψpre produces the filtering/channel forward ISI.
It is a strictly upper triangular matrix, of which only the top
Np + Nch rows have non-zero elements. The proof can be
found in Appendix B. When Rcr is applied to remove the
non-zero rows of Θpre, the length of CP can be chosen as
Ncp ≥ Np +Nch (17)
to force a zero-valued Ψpre such that zero forward ISI is
ensured.
The matrix Ψnext generates the filtering backward ISI. It
is a strict lower triangular matrix of which only the bottom
Nq rows have non-zero elements. The proof is omitted to
conserve space since it can be easily done in a similar fashion
to Θpre. Similarly, the length of CS can be chosen as
Ncs ≥ Nq (18)
to secure a zero backward ISI.
When (17) and (18) are met, the adding cyclic redundancy
converts the linear convolution q ∗ h ∗ p ∗ x into a circular
convolution q~h~p~x. From the definition of convolution
theorem, circular convolution in the time domain leads to
multiplication in the frequency domain. Denote p¨, h¨, q¨ as
DFT of p,h,q in the subband, the received data symbol
vector yk in (14) can be reformed as
yk = Λdk + wˆk, (19)
where the M ×M diagonal matrix Λ = QHP with Q =
diag(q¨),H = diag(h¨),P = diag(p¨).
The equation (19) implies that Ψ = ΨΛ = Λ and the
ICI generating matrix Ψe = 0. Thus, zero in-band ICI is
guaranteed.
With the discussion above, we form the following Propo-
sition:
Proposition 1: Consider a single-band f-OFDM system de-
picted in Fig. 1 with the transmitter, the channel, and the
receiver filter being defined in (4),(8),(11). It is an in-band
interference-free system under the condition of perfect syn-
chronization at the receiver if
Ncp ≥ Np +Nch and Ncs ≥ Nq, (20)
and the received data symbol can be expressed as in (19).
B. IN-BAND INTERFERENCE POWER
When the interference-free condition in (20) is violated,
i.e., Ncp < Np + Nch or Ncs < Nq , the system will not
be strictly orthogonal. In the time domain, the signal from
adjacent OFDM symbols spreads into the core window of the
OFDM symbol of interest, which produces the forward and
backward ISI. In the frequency domain, the extended part of
the interested OFDM symbol falls out the range of CP/CS
and leads to the energy lost. As a result, the matrix Ψ is no
longer diagonal, causing the ICI. The average power of the
desired signal and interference signal including forward ISI
(f-ISI), backward ISI (b-ISI), and ICI on all subcarriers in
one transmission block can be grouped as an N × 1 vector,
obtained as
ηx =E{diag(ΨxΨHx )}σ2s (21)
(ηx,Ψx) ∈ {(ηs,ΨΛ), (ηf-ISI,Ψpre),
(ηb-ISI,Ψnext), (ηICI,Ψe)}.
Forcing the channel matrix to be an identity channel (Nch =
1,Hm = 1,Hu = 0), so that the interference induced
by the channel can be avoided, and the interference signal
from filtering itself can be studied. The average power of the
aforementioned signal can be rearranged as
ηx =diag(ΨxΨ
H
x )σ
2
s (22)
(ηx,Ψx) ∈ {(ηs,ΨΛ), (ηf-ISI,Ψpre),
(ηb-ISI,Ψnext), (ηICI,Ψe)}.
The system signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
can then be calculated as
γ =
ηs∑
x∈{f-ISI,b-ISI,ICI} ηx + diag(wˆkwˆ
H
k )
. (23)
With the provided SINR, some existing works, such as [24],
[25], are available for calculating system BER under various
channels and different modulation/coding schemes. Due to
the page limitation, we will not expand this part in the work
but consider it as a possible usage of our derivations and leave
it to our future work.
C. IN-BAND INTERFERENCE MITIGATION: A
PRACTICAL APPROACH FOR CHOOSING CR LENGTH
Proposition 1 implies that in-band interference-free systems
can be achieved by adding a sufficient number of redundant
samples. The implementation of CR, although elegant and
simple, is not entirely free. It comes with a bandwidth and
power penalty. Since Ncr redundant samples are transmit-
ted, the actual bandwidth for f-OFDM increases from B
to Ncr+NN B. Similarly, an additional Ncr samples must be
counted against the transmit power budget resulting in a
power loss of 10 log10
Ncr+N
N dB. For an f-OFDM system
with stringent frequency localization requirement, the filter
length can be chosen up to half of the symbol duration,
making the satisfaction of interference-free condition in (20)
unaffordable with respect to the power and bandwidth loss.
On the one hand, interference-free systems are preferred
due to the benefit to the computational complexity reduction
and the SINR improvement. On the other hand, a highly
efficient system requires shorter overhead (CP/CS). There-
fore, choosing the size of CR, as a tradeoff between the
two contradicting parties, forms an optimization problem.
However, it is very hard to find an optimal solution due to
the multi-objective characteristic of the problem.
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A sub-optimal attempt in the literature [10] is suggested by
setting the length of overhead to the width of the main lobe,
due to the fact that the main lobe of a sinc filter carries most of
its energy. However, it neglects the fact that filters of different
bandwidth vary in energies captured by the main lobes. For
instance, a wider subband filter has less energy enclosed in
the main lobe. We take this into consideration and propose
a subband width-dependent approach for choosing the CR
length.
For a length K+ 1 filter defined as f = [f0, f1 · · · , fK ]T ,
occupying a subband of width equivalent to M subcarriers in
a channel of N subcarriers, the energy rate consisting in the
k middle samples is defined as
ζ(f , k) =
∑K
2 +
k
2
m=K2 − k2
fmf
∗
m∑K
m=0 fmf
∗
m
(24)
Then, the number of overhead can be chosen to ensure that
the minimum energy captured by the cyclic redundancy is
greater than a pre-defined value. We define the following
proposition:
Proposition 2: Consider a single-band f-OFDM system de-
picted in Fig. 1 with the transmitter filter, the channel and the
receiver filter being defined in (4), (8), and (11), respectively.
It is considered as a nearly in-band interference-free system
under the condition of perfect synchronization at the receiver
if
Ncp ≥ Kp +Nch and Ncs ≥ Kq, (25)
where Kp and Kq are selected to satisfy
arg min
Kp
ζ(p,Kp) ≥ α and arg min
Kq
ζ(q,Kq) ≥ α
(26)
with α being a pre-defined value, e.g., α = 0.99. The
received data symbol can then be approximated by (19)
with trivial interference small enough to be ignored, and the
effective channel is nearly diagonal3.
When the condition in (25) is met, it can be seen from
the numerical results in Fig. 8 that the power of effective
interference, i.e., the maximum total power of ICI, forward
ISI, backward ISI, reduces to the level very close to -30
dB. Eq. (25) is named as a nearly in-band interference-free
condition of f-OFDM systems.
The solutions to the optimization problems in (26) can be
obtained using a linear search in a sorted list (1, 2, ...,K). In
particular, the linear search sequentially checks each element
of the list and evaluates ζ in (24) until it finds the first
CP length that satisfies the specified condition in (26). The
denominator of ζ is a constant value (only calculated once),
and the numerator is a accumulated term. Therefore, the
calculation of ζ at each iteration comprises an addition, a
3How close the effective channel to a diagonal matrix can be measured
quantitatively by Frobenius norm of the matrixΨe. The smaller the ||Ψe||F
is, the closer the effective channel is equivalent to a diagonal matrix.
||Ψe||F = 0 indicates a perfect diagonal matrix.
multiplication, and a division, i.e., the computation com-
plexity of each iteration is constant. In the worst cases, it
makes K comparisons. however, the optimal CP length can
be found close to the width of the first main lob (bN/Mc)
due to the energy distribution nature of the filter. Therefore,
the complexity of the search algorithm is O(N/M).
D. AN ALTERNATIVE FOR IN-BAND INTERFERENCE
MITIGATION: FREQUENCY EQUALIZATION (FEQ)
Linear equalizers Two representative equalizers, i.e., zero-
forcing (ZF) and minimum mean squared error (MMSE),
apply an equalization matrix to the current symbol to reverse
the effective channel effect. Considering that the received
signal of the k-th f-OFDM symbol can be expressed as
yk = Ψdk + interference terms + wˆk, (27)
we define ZF and MMSE equalizers in f-OFDM systems as
Ezfeq = (ΨΨ
H)−1ΨH ,
Emmseeq = Ψ
H(ΨΨH + σ2nI)
−1. (28)
Non-linear equalizers A non-linear equalizer has im-
proved performance relative to linear receivers by employing
interference cancellation (IC) techniques [26]. Generally,
IC schemes are implemented in an iterative manner, where
the unwanted signal decoded from the previous round is
subtracted from the received signal, which in turn is used
for decoding the desired signal in the current round. IC can
be performed in parallel (PIC), when the contribution of all
interfering signal is canceled simultaneously, or in sequence
(SIC), when the contribution of the strongest remaining in-
terferer is canceled iteratively. In general, SIC outperforms
PIC but comes with high computational complexity due to its
high cancellation granularity. However, when the interferes
have no significant difference in distortion level, PIC is pre-
ferred because it has a comparable performance but a lower
computational complexity comparing to its counterpart [27].
The time symmetry property of filters implies that PIC is a
better choice for in-band interference mitigation in f-OFDM
systems.
We propose a novel PIC algorithm customized for f-
OFDM systems, namely, block-wise parallel interference
cancellation (BwPIC). It only performs cancellation once
for all f-OFDM symbols in a data block per iteration. The
algorithm comes with a lower complexity because the num-
ber of cancellation operations is reduced by a factor of K
comparing to SIC, where K refers to the number of OFDM
symbols in one data block.
The algorithm cancels the in-band interference of all f-
OFDM symbols in one block in parallel. The detail is shown
in Algorithm 1. It involves a sequence of interference can-
cellation/equalization/slicing operations. At each iteration of
the outer loop, a vector d˜ = [d˜0, · · · , d˜K−1]T is updated,
and d˜pre/d˜next are derived accordingly. Then the interference
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corresponding to a whole block of f-OFDM symbols is
canceled simultaneously according to (14) as
yˆ = y −Ψed˜−Ψpred˜pre −Ψnextd˜next; (29)
however, the equalization and slicing are performed on a
single f-OFDM symbol basis at each iteration of the inner
loop. One-tap equalization is adopted in the algorithm for
reducing computational complexity. The slicing operation
approximates an equalized symbol to its nearest QAM point
in the constellation.
Algorithm 1 Block-wise Parallel Interference Cancellation (Bw-
PIC)
1: Inputs: y,Ψe,Ψpre,Ψnext, I
2: output: d˜
3: Initialization: d˜ = 0KM×1
4: for i = 1; i <= I; i++ do
5: d˜pre = [0M×1, d˜T1 , · · · , d˜TK−1]T ,
6: d˜next = [d˜
T
2 , · · · , d˜TK,0M×1, ]T
7: yˆ = y − Ψed˜ − Ψpred˜pre − Ψnextd˜next (interference
canceling)
8: for k = 1; k <= K; k++ do
9: dˆk = Eyˆ (one-tap equalization)
10: d˜k = Q(dˆk) (Slicing)
11: end for
12: end for
13: return d˜k
IV. FILTER SELECTIVITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we continue to investigate another issue (FFR
selectivity), induced by the filtering operations in f-OFDM
systems, which may cause system performance degradation.
An ideal low-pass filter is the one that completely elim-
inates all frequencies above a designated cutoff frequency,
while leaving those below unchanged. Its frequency response
is a rectangular function, as illustrated in red dotted line in
Fig. 3. However, it is practically not possible to implement
an ideal lowpass filter since the required impulse response
is infinitely long. Practical filters have finite length, which
inevitably leads to a nontrivial transition band between a
passband and a stopband, as illustrated in the solid blue line
in Fig. 3.
Filter selectivity refers to the frequency response in a
transition band. It reduces the power of signals on the cor-
pre-equalizer
filter
Frequency
W
ei
g
h
t
1
ρpre-equ
loss
FIGURE 4: Illustration of pre-equalizer.
responding subcarriers which become undesirable for carry-
ing data. As a result, the bandwidth efficiency is reduced.
The bandwidth loss can be computed as bandwidth loss =
Nt/M , where Nt is the number of subcarriers accommo-
dated in the transition band, and M is the total number
of subcarriers in the subband. This implies that the band-
width loss increases linearly as the width of the subband
decreases. Although the loss for medium/wide subband is
not significant, for an extremely narrow subband with only
one physical resource block (12 subcarriers), it reaches 33%
when 4 subcarriers reside in the transition band. In terms of
5G mMTC service, aiming to provide a massive number of
connections, the system band is expected to be divided into
many narrow subbands. The bandwidth loss is severe in this
case, which motivates us to consider exploiting these edge
subcarriers to save the bandwidth. We will look into the issue
in single antenna and multi-antenna systems respectively in
the following subsections.
A. FILTER SELECTIVITY IN SINGLE ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
We shall use the same system model described in Section II
to investigate the issue caused by FFR selectivity in single
antenna systems. Suppose the nearly interference-free condi-
tion defined in (25) is satisfied. After removing the CP/CS
at the receiver, the FFT output, as the demodulated received
signal on subcarrier m ∈ M in the k-th f-OFDM symbol,
can be approximated according to (19) by
ym = p¨mq¨mh¨mdm + wˆm, (30)
where p¨m, q¨m, and h¨ are complex frequency responses of the
transmitter filter, the receive filter, and the channel on sub-
carrier m, respectively. The subscript k as f-OFDM symbol
index is dropped without loss of generality. Then, the average
power of the desired signal on subcarrier m can be computed
as
σ˜2s,m = E
{
p¨mq¨mh¨mdm(p¨mq¨mh¨mdm)
∗} = |p¨mq¨m|2σ2s
Due to the effect of FFR selectivity, the amplitude of
frequency response of edge subcarriers is smaller than that
of the middle subcarriers. Therefore, the power of received
signal on edge subcarriers has a lower value than others,
i.e., the probability that edge subcarriers go to deep fade
increases, and the system performance degrades on these
subcarriers. To tackle this issue, we proposed a pre-equalized
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f-OFDM system, denoted as pf-OFDM, in which, instead
of directly modulating QAM complex symbols with equal
powers on all subcarriers, we firstly precode the complex
symbols with a weight defined as
gm = ρpre-equ
1
p¨mq¨∗m
, (31)
where ρpre-equ < 1 is power normalization factor to ensure the
constant power before and after precoding. The precoding
inverses the non-uniform distribution of filtering and elimi-
nate FFR selectivity, as shown in Fig. 4. This enables that
subcarriers in the transition band are able to carry data and
avoids the bandwidth loss. However, this approach is not
entirely free. It comes with a power loss of ρ2pre-equ, and the
power normalization factor ρpre-equ can be calculated as
ρpre-equ =
√
M(
(p¨. ∗ q¨)−1)H(p¨. ∗ q¨)−1 . (32)
It is worth mentioning that ρpre-equ is not a constant value but
decreases as the width of subband grows, which indicates
that narrower subbands suffer more power loss from pre-
equalization.
B. FILTER SELECTIVITY IN MULTI-ANTENNA SYSTEMS
Spatial diversity, a well-known technique for combating the
detrimental effects of multi-path fading, can be implemented
either at the receiver side or the transmitter side. A space-
time block code (STBC), referred as the Alamouti code
after its inventor [28], has become the most popular means
of achieving transmit diversity due to its ease of imple-
mentation (linear both at the transmitter and the receiver)
and its optimality with regards to diversity order. Originally
designed for a narrow band fading channel, STBCs can be
easily adapted to wideband fading channel using OFDM by
utilizing adjacent subcarriers rather than consecutive sym-
bols, referred as space-frequency block code (SFBC). In
SFBC-OFDM systems, the SFBC decoder can eliminate all
spatial interference under the assumption that the channel is
constant over two adjacent subcarriers. This is a reasonable
assumption in OFDM systems if Bc  B/N , where Bc is
channel coherence bandwidth, B is system bandwidth, and
N is the number of subcarriers, which can be forced to be
true by choosing a large enough number of subcarriers N .
When SFBCs are implemented in f-OFDM systems (SFBC-
f-OFDM), the FFR selectivity violates this condition and
destroys the spatial orthogonality, which will be discussed
in detail in the rest of the subsection.
For simplicity and consistency, we use a 2 × 1 Alamouti
SFBC, but the concepts apply equally to any other higher
dimensional transmit and receive antennas. Fig. 5 shows a
block diagram of a generic filtered SFBC-OFDM system
with two transmit antennas and a single receiver antenna. As-
sume thatM subcarriers in the range ofM = {M0, ...,M0 +
M − 1} are assigned to a subband with a corresponding
transmitter filter and receiver filter denoted as vector p and
q in the time domain, respectively.
A block of data symbol d = (d0, d1, ..., dM−1)T is fed
into the SFBC encoder with the k-th sub-block orthogonal
code in the form of
Dk =
[
d2k d2k+1
−d∗2k+1 +d∗2k
]
,
where k = 0, 1, · · · ,M/2 − 1, which generates two data
sequences d(1),d(2) as
d(1) = [d0,−d∗1, d2,−d∗3, ..., dM−2,−d∗M−1]T , d(2) =
[d1,+d
∗
0, d3,+d
∗
2, ..., dM−1,+d
∗
M−2]
T . The two data
streams are pre-equalized by M × 1 vector g before going
through the IFFT / CP and filtering procedures independently
as described in single-antenna systems, and they are then
transmitted by the first and second antenna, respectively.
A flat fading channel is considered on each subcarrier.
Denote the channel impulse response between transmit an-
tenna i as h(i) = [h(i)0 , h
(i)
1 , · · · , h(i)N(i)ch ]
T , i ∈ {1, 2}, where
each h(i)n is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and variance 1
N
(i)
ch +1
, and
∑N(i)ch
n=0E{|h(i)n |2} = 1. h¨(i)k =∑N(i)ch
n=0 h
(i)
n e−j
2pi
N kn corresponds to the DFT of h(i) on the k-
th subcarrier, and it is a complex Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and variance one (E{|h¨(i)k |2} = 1). Assume
that antennas at the transmitter are adequately apart so that
channels are independent to each other, i.e., E{h¨(1)k h¨(2)k } =
E{h¨(1)k }E{h¨(2)k }.
Suppose that the length of CP/CS is chosen to ensure
the nearly inference-free condition (25). After removing the
CP/CS at the receiver, the FFT output, as the demodulated
received signal vector, can be approximated according to (19)
by
r = QPH(1)Gd(1) + QPH(2)Gd(2) + Qv, (33)
where the M × 1 vector r = (r0, r1, ..., rM−1)T . The
M × M matrices Q = diag(q¨), P = diag(p¨), H(i) =
diag(h¨(i)), (i = 1, 2), p¨, q¨, h¨(i), are filter frequency response
vectors of the transmitter filter, the receiver filter and the
channels over the subaband of interest. vk is a length N
Gaussian random vector with vk ∼ N (0M×1, N0Im).
Extracting the pair of received data symbols indexed at
2k, 2k + 1 from (33) gives
r2k = a
(1)
2k d2k + a
(2)
2k d2k+1 + q¨2kv2k
r2k+1 = −a(1)2k+1d∗2k+1 + a(2)2k+1d∗2k + q¨2k+1v2k+1 (34)
where a(i)j = h¨
(i)
j p¨j q¨jgj i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {2k, 2k + 1}.
Assuming the channel and filtering information are per-
fectly known at the receiver, the following diversity combin-
ing scheme in the Alamouti SFBC decoder can be applied to
give [
dˆ2k
dˆ2k+1
]
=
[
(a
(1)
2k )
∗ a(2)2k+1
(a
(2)
2k )
∗ −a(1)2k+1
] [
r2k
r∗2k+1
]
(35)
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FIGURE 5: A block diagram of a generic filtered SFBC- OFDM system with two transmit antennas and a single receive antenna.
Substitute (34) into (35), we have
dˆ2k = (|a(1)2k |2 + |a(2)2k+1|2)d2k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+β2kd2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference
+ w2k︸︷︷︸
noise
,
dˆ2k+1 = (|a(2)2k |2 + |a(1)2k+1|2)d2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+β2k+1d2k︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference
+w2k+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
,
(36)
where
β2k = (a
(1)
2k )
∗a(2)2k − (a(1)2k+1)∗a(2)2k+1
β2k+1 = (a
(2)
2k )
∗a(1)2k − (a(2)2k+1)∗a(1)2k+1
w2k = (a
(1)
2k )
∗q¨2kv2k + a
(2)
2k+1q¨
∗
2k+1v
∗
2k+1
w2k+1 = (a
(2)
2k )
∗q¨2kv2k − (a(1)2k+1)∗q¨∗2k+1v∗2k+1.
The interference signals to d2k and d2k+1 can be easily found
from (36), and the average interference power to d2k and
d2k+1 can be computed as
σ2ini,2k = E{β2kd2k+1(β2kd2k+1)∗} = E{β2kβ∗2k}σ2s ,
σ2ini,2k+1 = E{β2k+1d2k(β2k+1d2k)∗} = E{β2k+1β∗2k+1}σ2s .
(37)
We assume that the channel is constant over the two
adjacent subcarriers, i.e., h¨(i)k = h¨
(i)
k+1 (i = 1, 2). Applying
h¨
(i)
k = h¨
(i)
k+1 and substituting a
(i)
j = h¨
(i)
j p¨j q¨jgj into (37),
yields
σ2ini,2k = σ
2
ini,2k+1 =
(|p¨2k|2|q¨2k|2|g2k|2 (38)
− |p¨2k+1|2|q¨2k+1|2|g2k+1|2
)2
σ2s .
Now, we divide the subcarrier set of interest M into two
subsets: Mtrans and Mpass. Those subcarriers, locating in
the passband, belong to the subset Mpass, and the other
subcarriers in the transition bands on both sides of the filter
are grouped into the subsetMtrans. We will study the spa-
tial orthogonality with respect to subcarriers of two subsets
separately.
When both subcarriers 2k and 2k+1 fall into the pass band
region, the filter frequency response is constant. It gives
|p¨2k| = |p¨2k+1|, |q¨2k| = |q¨2k+1| and |g2k| = |g2k+1|,
(M2k,M2k+1 ∈Mpass). (39)
substituting (39) into (38) results in zero interference power,
σ2ini,2k = σ
2
ini,2k+1 = 0, and we have
Proposition 3: Proposition 3: The spatial orthogonality holds
in SFBC-f-OFDM systems for those subcarriers in the pass-
band region and the SNR is given as
γ2k = γ2k+1 =
|h(1)2k |2 + |h(2)2k |2
σ2n
σ2s
2
. (40)
When at least one of the two subcarriers, either M2k or
M2k+1 resides in the region of the transition band, where
FFR selectivity occurs, and we have
|p¨2k| 6= |p¨2k+1| and |q¨2k| 6= |q¨2k+1|
(∀(M2k,M2k+1) ∈Mtrans). (41)
If no pre-equalization is implemented, g2k = g2k+1 = 1, we
have
Proposition 4: Proposition 4: The spatial orthogonality is
destroyed in SFBC-f-OFDM systems for those subcarriers in
the transition band region due to the FFR selectivity, and the
non-trivial interference power is quantified as
σ2ini,2k = σ
2
ini,2k+1
=
(|p¨2k|2|q¨2k|2 − |p¨2k+1|2|q¨2k+1|2)2σ2s . (42)
However, with the deployment of the pre-equalizer defined in
(31) to reverse the effect of FFR selectivity, the interference
across all subcarriers can be forced to zero, and we have
Proposition 5: Proposition 5: The spatial orthogonality holds
in SFBC-pf-OFDM systems with the implementation of the
per-equalizer defined in (31), and the SNR is given as
γ2k = γ2k+1 =
(|h(1)2k |2 + |h(2)2k )2|)2
|h(1)2k |2q¨22k + |h(2)2k |2q¨22k+1
ρ2pre-equσ
2
s
2σ2n
. (43)
Comparing (43) to (40), it can be seen that the SNR loss due
to the per-equalizer in SFBC-pf-OFDM systems is
Γ2k =
(|h(1)2k |2 + |h(2)2k )2|)
|h(1)2k |2q¨22k + |h(2)2k |2q¨22k+1
ρ2pre-equ. (44)
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we consider the evaluation of the following
1) the derived system model and interference power in-
duced by filters with different settings,
2) the BER performance of f-OFDM single antenna sys-
tems under AWGN channels4, and the different perfor-
mance enhancement techniques represented in Section
III-D and Section IV-A,
3) the BER performance of f-OFDM/pf-OFDM multi-
antenna systems under multi-path fading channels.
The following parameters, unless otherwise specified, are
adopted for simulations. The f-OFDM system occupies N =
1024 subcarriers. The considered multi-path fading channel
of length Nf = 8 is a block-fading Gaussian channel
(BFGC), and the duration of a transmitted data block is
smaller than the coherence time of the channel. Therefore,
the fading envelope is assumed to be constant during the
transmission of a block and independent from block to block.
The length of a block (a frame) lasts over a duration of 14
OFDM symbols. It is assumed that the channel state informa-
tion (CSI) is perfectly known at the receiver. A soft-truncated
sinc filter defined in [14] is employed at the transmitter and
receiver side, with filter length ofNp = Nq = N/2 and slope
controlling parameters αp = 0.6, αq = 0.65.
A. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR IN-BAND
INTERFERENCE
The in-band interference in subsection III-A - III-C are
numerically evaluated and plotted for different values in
subband width and CR length.
Fig. 6 shows an example of power distributions for the
desired signal and interference signal (ICI, forward ISI, and
backward ISI) on a subcarrier level, evaluated through (22)
with FFT size of 1024, subband width of 36 subcarriers in (a)
and 240 subcarriers in (b). In addition, no CP/CS was added
for interference alleviation. It is shown in the figure that the
theoretical value of in-band interference power matches the
simulation result. It is clearly visible that the interference in
the wider subband have lower power as a whole than that of
in the narrower band. Fig. 6 (a) indicates that uneven power
is distributed for both the desired signal and interference
signal among subcarriers. Comparing to other subcarriers,
those near the edge (edge subcarriers) have lower desired
signal power while experiencing higher interference. The
two overlapping curves corresponding to the interference
power from the previous f-OFDM (forward ISI) and next
f-OFDM symbol (backward ISI) indicates the same power
distribution due to the symmetry of the filters. The trends are
also captured in Fig. 6 (b) for the wider subband.
The maximum, minimum, and average normalized power
of ICI/ISI with respect to subcarriers of the same subband
are shown in Fig. 7, where the ISI represents forward ISI
4The reason that AWGN channels are chosen for verifying BER perfor-
mance is to rule out the impact of the multi-path fading channel and focus
on the interference produced by filtering.
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FIGURE 6: Power of desired signal and interference N =
1024, Ncr = 0, Np = Nq = 512, αp = 0.6, αq = 0.65.
The three contributions (ICI, forward ISI, and backward ISI)
to the total interference are evaluated individually from our
analytical expressions, which can not be fulfilled through
simulation, thus only the analytical results of them are plot-
ted. (a) a narrow subband of 3 RBs (36 subcarriers ). (b) a
wider subband of 20 RBs (240 subcarriers).
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FIGURE 7: Max, min, and average normalized power of ICI/ISI
with respect to subcarriers against subbands of different
width with N = 1024, Ncr = 0, Np = Nq = 512, αp =
0.6, αq = 0.65, ISI represents either forward ISI or backward
ISI. All curves of the figure are generated from the analytical
results.
or backward ISI as both have the same power distribution
indicated in Fig. 6. These results provide a direct comparison
among subbands with varying width from 1 RB to 50 RBs.
It can be seen that the maximum normalized power keeps
constant as the width of subband grows. However, this is not
the case with the minimum and average normalized power,
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where both decrease as the subband width increase. This
implies that narrower subbands are more prone to in-band
interference compared to wider subbands. These features
apply to both the ICI and ISIs.
Fig. 8 presents the average effective interference power of
six subbands of variable width versus the number of CRs,
where Ncp = Ncs = Ncr/2. The effective interference here
refers to the sum of the ICI, forward and backward ISI. The
effect of CR length for alleviating in-band interference is
observed from all these curves. The power of the average
effective interference decreases as the length of CR increases,
Eb/N0 (dB)
B
ER
one-tap equ. (0CR)
ZF(0CR)
MMSE(0CR)
BwPIC (0CR,1Iter)
BwPIC (0CR,2Iters)
one-tap equ. (24CR)
ZF(24CR)
MMSE(24CR)
BwPIC (24CRs,1Iter)
BwPIC (24CRs,2Iters)
FIGURE 10: Error performance comparison with and with-
out implementation of BwPIC for f-OFDM systems under
AWGN channels with QPSK modulation.
and it drops under 25 dB for all six subbands when the
number of CRs equals to the length of corresponding filter
main lobe due to the fact that most of the filter energy is
contained in the main lobe.
The BER performance of f-OFDM under the AWGN
channel is evaluated and plotted in Fig. 9. The results are
presented in two cases, Ncr = 0 in (a) and Ncr = 72 in (b),
each having six curves corresponding to a different subband
width and a curve representing the BER of legacy OFDM for
a benchmark comparison. Taking into the consideration of
computational complexity at the receiver side, one-tap equal-
ization method is adopted. When the in-band interference is
not handled by introducing CR, the performance of f-OFDM,
as shown in Fig. 9(a), degrades dramatically comparing with
OFDM systems. Moreover, error floors also tend to develop
for all subbands. Another interesting observation is that the
performance degradation in narrower subbands is higher than
that of in the wider subbands, again suggesting that narrower
subbands suffer more in-band interference. In (b), the BER
performance is significantly improved due to the use of the
CR. There is still a gap of approximately 2-5 dB, subject to
how wide the subband of interest is, which implies that there
is still space to improve, especially for narrow subbands.
The effect of different approaches to interference suppres-
sion is shown in terms of BER performance enhancement in
Fig. 10 with two different CR length setting, Ncr = 0 and
Ncr = 24 in a subband of 12 subcarriers. It can be seen that
ZF and MMSE have almost the same BER performance in
both CR settings. However, the BER performance with the
implementation of BwPIC improves significantly compared
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FIGURE 11: Interference power (normalized by signal power)
versus filter frequency responses of consecutive subcarriers.
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FIGURE 12: Error performance comparison with and without
implementation of pre-equalization under AWGN channels
with QPSK modulation.
to the systems without BwPIC, and the results also show that
the algorithm converges with no more than two iterations.
B. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR FILTER SELECTIVITY
Fig. 11 plots the interference power for an SFBC-f-OFDM
system without the pre-equalization obtained in (42). The
result shows that the interference increases as the difference
in filter gain between two subcarriers grows, implying that
the system suffers more interference in a region with higher
filter selectivity.
The BER performance of f-OFDM in single and multiple
antenna systems is numerically evaluated under the AWGN
and multi-path fading channel respectively. In the case of sin-
0 5 10 15 20 24
Eb/N0 (dB)
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10-1
B
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Eb/N0 (dB)
(b)
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f-OFDM (1 RB)
pf-OFDM (2 RBs)
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pf-OFDM (5 RBs)
f-OFDM (5 RBs)
pf-OFDM (10 RBs)
pf-OFDM (10 RBs)
OFDM
FIGURE 13: BER performance for filtered SFBC-OFDM sys-
tems with and without pre-equalization under Rayleigh fad-
ing channel with N = 1024, Np = Nq = 512, αp =
0.6, αq = 0.65. (a) QPSK. (b) 16-QAM.
gle antenna systems, we use the same simulation parameters
chosen in V-A so that the performance with and without pre-
equalization can be compared fairly. Fig. 12 compares the
BER performance of f-OFDM systems with and without pre-
equalization, and it can be clearly seen that pf-OFDM out-
performs f-OFDM for all subbands. It is also observed that
the BER performance of pf-OFDM is very close to OFDM
when the width of the subband is over 5 RBs. Although there
is still some gap for the narrower subbands, the performance
is considerably improved in comparison to that of f-OFDM
without pre-equalization. The remaining performance gap to
OFDM systems can be explained by the power loss due to the
pre-equalization.
The BER performance of SFBC-OFDM is numerally eval-
uated and plotted in Fig. 13 for different values of subband
width without and with pre-equalization. It can be seen from
the figure that SFBC-pf-OFDM dramatically outperform
SFBC-f-OFDM, and as the width of subband grows, the BER
performance converges to the benchmark result of SFBC-
OFDM. The effect of different modulation scheme is also ob-
served from these curves, and the BER performance of QPSK
is better than 16-QAM as expected. In the case of 16-QAM,
error floors are quickly developed due to the interference
introduced by spatial non-orthogonality in SFBC-f-OFDM
without pre-equalization systems, implying that it cannot be
implemented when higher modulation schemes are adopted.
However, error floors do not exist in SFBC-pf-OFDM with
pre-equalization systems as the spatial orthogonality is pro-
tected from being destroyed by the FFR selectivity.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper modeled a single subband matrix-form f-OFDM
system, in which all the linear convolution operations were
converted into matrix multiplications to derive a well-
channelized signal. Based on this model, the analytical ex-
pressions of the in-band interference, including ICI, forward
ISI, and backward ISI, were derived, and the interference-
free condition was developed. In addition, we proposed a
low-complexity FEQ algorithm - BwPIC to cancel the in-
band interference. Furthermore, the effect of FFR selectivity
to single antenna and multi-antenna f-OFDM systems was
discussed, and a pre-equalization approach was proposed to
tackle it. As the simulation results show, our analytical inter-
ference power calculated from analytical expression matches
the simulation results, validating the analytical model es-
tablished in this paper. The proposed BwPIC effectively
cancels the interference signal and significantly improves the
BER performance. With the proposed equalizer, pf-OFDM
outperforms f-OFDM and is close to OFDM in single antenna
systems. In contrast, in multi-antenna systems, it protects
spatial orthogonality from destruction by the FFR selectiv-
ity. To conclude, the work presented in this paper provides
a useful reference and valuable guidance for the practical
deployment of the waveform in future wireless systems.
.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF ZK
Substituting rk in equ. (12) with its expression in (9), fol-
lowed by replacing sk with its expression in (5), we obtain
zk = (Q
uHm + QmHu)(Puxk−2 + Pmxk−1 + Plxk)
+ (QmHm + QlHu)(Puxk−1 + Pmxk + Plxk+1)
+ QlHm(Puxk + P
mxk+1 + P
lxk+2)
+ w˜k, (45)
where w˜k = Quwk−1 + Qmwk + Qlwk+1 is the filtered
AWGN signal.
To simplify (45) and eliminate redundant terms, we intro-
duce the following properties:
1) The product of the two strictly upper triangular matri-
ces is zero, and the product of the two strictly lower
triangular matrices is also zero.
2) The product of Pu/Qu and Hm is a strictly triangular
matrix A with Ai,j = 0, when i > j − [L − Np2 −
(Nch − 1)]. The proof can be found in Appendix C.
We have QuHu = 0 under the Property 1), QuHmPu =
0 and QlHmPl = 0 under the Property 1) and 2), thus
obtaining a simplified version of zk
zk = Θprexk−1 + Θxk + Θnextxk+1 + w˜k, (46)
where Θpre = QuHmPm + QmHuPm + QmHmPu,
Θ = QuHmPl + QmHuPl + QmHmPm + QlHuPm +
QlHmPu, and Θnext = QmHmPl+QlHuPl+QlHmPm.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF ΘPRE BEING A STRICT UPPER
TRIANGLE
As Θpre = (QuHmPm + QmHmPu + QlHuPu). Fol-
lowing the same approach in Appendix C, we can prove the
following: 1) the product of QuHmPm is a strictly upper
triangular matrix of which only the top Np2 rows have non-
zero elements, 2) the product of QmHuPm is a strictly upper
triangular matrix of which only the top Np2 + Nch rows have
non-zero elements, 3) the product of QmHmPu is a strictly
upper triangular matrix of which only the top Np +Nch rows
have non-zero elements. Therefore, the sum of three strictly
upper triangular matrices results in a strictly upper triangular
matrix Θpre, and only the top Np +Nch rows of it have non-
zero elements.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPERTY 2)
The product of Pu/Qu and Hm is a strictly triangular matrix
A, with Ai,j = 0, when i > j − [L − Np2 − (Nch − 1)]. As
Pu and Qu are matrices with the same structure, we will only
give the detailed steps for proving one of them. The other one
can be done in the similar fashion.
Ai,j =
L∑
k=1
Pui,kH
m
k,j
=
j+Nch−1∑
k=1
Pui,kH
m
k,j +
L∑
k=j+Nch
Pui,kH
m
k,j
(47)
Because the condition i > j − [L− Np2 − (Nch − 1)], when
1 ≤ k ≤ j +Nch − 1, we have
k − (L− Np
2
) ≤ k ≤ j +Nch − 1− (L− Np
2
) < i
⇒ k < i+ L− Np
2
(48)
and this gives Pui,k = 0 according to (6). Therefore, the first
term of (47),
j+Nch−1∑
k=1
Pui,kH
m
k,j = 0.
When j + Nch ≤ k ≤ L, we have Hmk,j =
0 based on (10). Therefore, the second term of (47),∑L
k=j+Nch
Pui,kH
m
k,j = 0, is also proved.
As a result, Ai,j = 0 is proved, because both its sum terms
in (47) equal to zero, when i > j − [L− Np2 − (Nch − 1)].
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